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02 July
Oil declined for a second day in New York after manufacturing 
unexpectedly shrank last month for the first time in almost three years 
in the U.S., the world’s biggest consumer of crude.

Treasuries snapped a gain from yesterday on speculation the 
European Central Bank will cut interest rates this week to help curb 
the region’s debt crisis, reducing demand for the relative safety of U.S. 
securities.

Japanese stocks rose, with the Topix Index nearing a two-month 
high, on expectations shrinking U.S. manufacturing may encourage 
the Federal Reserve to ease monetary policy and that the European 
Central Bank will cut rates to contain the debt crisis after unemployment 
rose to a record high.

Asian stocks climbed for a fifth day, the longest rising streak on the 
regional benchmark index since March, on expectations that central 
banks from Washington to Frankfurt may ease monetary policy to spur 
economic growth.

03 July
The euro fell against the yen ahead of data that may confirm the 
region’s services and manufacturing industries shrank and before 
Spain auctions bonds tomorrow.

Asian stocks rose for a sixth day, with the regional benchmark index 
heading for its longest winning streak this year, as U.S. factory orders 
topped estimates and commodities climbed to a two-month high 
amid speculation central banks will act to boost economic growth.

Oil traded near the highest close in a month in New York after U.S. 
factory orders rose for the first time in three months and Iran said 
sanctions threaten the Persian Gulf country’s national security.

As Colorado Springs battles a rash of burglaries after a wildfire that 
still licks at its boundaries, it does so with fewer police and firefighters. 

 

04 July
The yen weakened against most of its 16 major counterparts amid 
speculation additional monetary stimulus from central banks will 
bolster global growth, sapping demand for haven currencies.

JPMorgan Chase & Co., the largest underwriter of corporate bonds 
worldwide, jumped eight spots to number two in Asia as Li Ka-shing’s 
Hutchison Whampoa Ltd. picked the bank to manage its return to the 
market.
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Asian stocks fell, with the regional benchmark index headed for its 
first loss in seven days, as a worsening economic slump in Europe 
overshadowed expectations the European Central Bank will cut 
interest rates today.

Gold, trading near a two-week high, is poised to gain on speculation 
that the European Central Bank will cut interest rates to a record low 
today as policy makers take more action to spur growth and combat 
the debt crisis.

05 July
Asian stocks fell for a second day, paring this week’s gain on the 
regional benchmark index, as interest-rate cuts in Europe and China 
failed to assure investors the moves will be enough to boost economic 
growth.

Most Chinese stocks rose after policy makers cut interest rates for a 
second time in a month to bolster economic growth.

Oil dropped a second day in New York, trimming a weekly gain, 
after interest-rate cuts in Europe and China failed to assure investors 
the moves will be enough to boost economic growth and support 
demand.

Australia’s dollar headed for a fifth weekly gain, the longest winning 
streak since February, on prospects a new round of global monetary 
stimulus will keep the economic recovery from faltering.

06 July
A Japanese government plan to buy uninhabited islands owned by 
a private investor provoked condemnation from China, which also 
claims it owns the rocky outcroppings, the latest flare-up in a dispute 
over territory and resources in the East China Sea.

Australia’s dollar fell against most of its major peers as Asian stocks 
extended a global rout and amid concerns China’s economy is 
slowing, sapping demand for higher-yielding currencies.

Chinese stock-index futures fell after Premier Wen Jiabao said he won’t 
relax on property controls even as China’s economy faces “relatively 
large” downward pressure.

Oil traded near the lowest level in a week in New York on speculation 
fuel demand may falter amid a global economic slowdown.


